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Final Performance Task Options for Unit 2 

Important Information for Both Options 
The following concepts reflect the key understandings from this unit. Each understanding should be 
reflected in the final performance task so your teacher can see you have learned the most essential 
content of the unit: 
� Faith is our free response to God’s love and involves giving oneself completely to a loving relationship 

with God and believing in and being part of the Church. 
� The Trinity is the mystery of God in three Persons, which is the central mystery of the Christian faith. 
� Jesus is the Word Made Flesh, who is the perfect and only mediator between God and humanity. 
� Jesus reveals the goal of this life and the goal of eternal life. 

Option 1: Community Artwork 
Create an original work of art, a poem, a short story, or a song to share with your class about Jesus 
Christ, the Second Person of the Holy Trinity. Include some dimension of each key understanding for the 
unit in your creation. Then as a means of reflecting on your project and on this unit, answer the following 
questions in a brief paper: 
� How was the act of creating this piece of art similar to or different from God’s act of creation? 
� What feelings did you have toward your artwork as you were creating it and after it was created? 
� Does your creation reveal something about who you are? Explain. 
� Where did your inspiration come from for creating your piece of art? 

Option 2: Position Paper on Jesus Christ 
Type a five-paragraph position paper titled “Who Is Jesus Christ?” A position paper states a carefully 
considered point of view about a specific topic. In this case, the topic is Jesus Christ, the Second Person 
of the Trinity, and the point of view is your own informed understanding of Jesus Christ based on the 
content of this unit. Make sure to clearly incorporate the key understandings of the unit within the paper. 
 


